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A B S T R A C T   

The application of analog radio over fiber (A-RoF) systems for 5G new radio (NR) multiband waveforms presents 
challenges, including nonlinearity introduced by the Mach Zehnder Modulator and the dispersion and attenu-
ation of the optical signal over long fiber lengths. To address these challenges, this paper proposes a new version 
of the magnitude-selective affine (MSA) model, named the optimized magnitude-selective affine (OMSA) model, 
which incorporates a power-reliant weighting function to improve performance while reducing complexity via 
Digital Predistortion (DPD). The OMSA model is tested using 5G NR signals at 10 GHz with 50 MHz and flexible- 
waveform signals at 2.14 GHz with a 20 MHz bandwidth, transmitted over a 10 km fiber length using a Mach 
Zehnder Modulator and a 1550 nm optical carrier. The performance of the OMSA model is compared to the MSA 
and generalized memory polynomial (GMP) models in terms of adjacent channel power ratio, error vector 
magnitude, and complexity. The results show that the OMSA model outperforms the MSA and GMP models in 
terms of performance reducing the error vector magnitude to 1.9% as compared to 4% and 3% in case of GMP 
and MSA respectively. Additionally, in terms of complexity measured via coefficients, OMSA is 168 times more 
efficient as compared to GMP and offers 1.93 times higher efficiency as compared to MSA while maintaining 
lower complexity. The experimental demonstration of 5G NR multiband waveforms over A-RoF links using the 
OMSA model represents a significant step towards the practical implementation of high-performance, low- 
complexity 5G NR systems over fiber-optic links and provides a promising solution to the challenges associated 
with DPD linearization for A-RoF systems.   

1. Introduction 

The use of radio over fiber (RoF) technology is becoming increas-
ingly popular for 5G and 6G systems due to its capability to provide fast 
and high-capacity wireless communication [1]. RoF utilizes optical fi-
bers to transmit radio signals, resulting in increased bandwidth and 
longer transmission distances in comparison to traditional wireless 
systems. This feature of RoF technology helps to address the increasing 
need for data transfer in 5G and 6G networks [2]. 

Furthermore, RoF systems offer improved isolation between 
different wireless users, leading to better overall performance and 
dependability of the network. Additionally, RoF systems can be seam-
lessly integrated with existing optical fiber infrastructure, which helps to 
minimize the cost and complexity of implementing 5G and 6G networks 
[3,4]. 

RoF systems can also support a variety of wireless technologies, such 
as millimeter wave, terahertz, and other cutting-edge technologies that 

are expected to be a vital component of 5G and 6G networks. By utilizing 
the capabilities of RoF, 5G and 6G networks can offer enhanced 
coverage, faster data rates and reduced latency for a wide range of ap-
plications. Fig. 1 illustrates the Radio over fiber (RoF) based Optical 
fronthaul (OFH) system. 

Radio over Fiber (RoF) links can be affected by nonlinear issues 
caused by the components of the link, which can be mitigated through 
linearization techniques. RoF has different forms, including analogue 
RoF (A-RoF), digital RoF, and sigma–delta RoF (δRoF) linkages. While A- 
RoF can experience signal degradation over long distances, digital RoF is 
more cost-effective for longer connections but comes with the added 
expense of higher bandwidth resolution and additional signal process-
ing. Additionally, fronthaul networks can have low efficiency and 
increased data traffic demand. RoF can overcome the CPRI bottleneck 
using a 1-bit ADC, but this creates a lot of quantization noise, making the 
technique more challenging and requiring the use of a passband filter on 
the receiver side. Despite this, A-RoF is still preferred over digital and 
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sigma-delta RoF due to its simplicity, affordability, and well-established 
structure [5,6]. 

One of the main challenges in RoF systems is the presence of various 
impairments that can negatively impact the quality of the transmitted 
signal. These impairments include nonlinear effects of laser, optical fiber 
dispersion, and noise, which can significantly limit the system’s per-
formance. Digital pre-distortion (DPD) is a powerful technique for 
counteracting these impairments to improve the performance of the 
system. DPD addresses the impairments in the RoF link, resulting in an 
overall improvement in the performance of RoF systems. DPD treats all 
these impairments in RoF system as a black box and finds the inverse 
nonlinear response to that black box. When cascaded together, the 
overall response is linear which removes all these impairments [7,8]. 

The limitations imposed by microwave and optical components 
restrict the use of Analog Radio over Fiber (A-RoF). Many linearization 
techniques have been proposed to overcome these limitations, but they 
have been criticized for their insufficient bandwidth, high complexity, 
and the need for feedback links, which is a time-consuming process. In 
recent years, Digital Predistortion (DPD) solutions have become more 
complex as the implementation requirements of cellular network com-
munications have increased. This is further compounded by the use of 
more complex power amplifier designs, such as MIMO and beamform-
ing, which are used to improve system performance at these frequencies. 
The goal of DPD is to create a compact model that compensates for the 
nonlinearity of the RoF, resulting in a highly linear output signal with 
the fewest coefficients possible. However, when training DPD co-
efficients, overfitting and ill-conditioning can be an issue. Therefore, the 
reduction of DPD dimensionality, overfitting, and extraction have 
become important areas of research. 

Several different DPD architectures can be applied to RoF systems, 
each with their own advantages and disadvantages. One of these tech-
niques is the Generalized Memory Polynomial (GMP) architecture, 
which is a model-based approach that uses a polynomial model to 
represent the nonlinear behaviour of the RoF system [4,9]. However, it 
requires accurate modelling of the system, which can be challenging. 
Another technique is the Memory Polynomial (MP) architecture, which 
is a simplified version of the GMP architecture [9–10], but less flexible. 
Canonical Piecewise Linearization (CPWL) architecture is another 

method that can be used to approximate the nonlinear transfer function 
of a radio frequency (RF) for RoF systems [10]. This architecture has 
good performance, but the complexity is high. 

The Magnitude Selective Affine (MSA) method is another proposed 
architecture that provides good performance, but the complexity is still 
high. To reduce the complexity of the MSA architecture, one way is to 
combine the different stages into a single stage, using a more flexible and 
powerful DPD technique such as the GMP approach. 

The desire for further linearization to achieve better results has led to 
an increased focus on using machine learning (ML) techniques [11–13]. 
In previous studies, analog RoF was used for successful integration trials 
in fiber wireless systems, but no linearization was used and the system 
was limited to 64 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Other 
studies have achieved 25 Gbauds with 64 QAM, but linearization 
methods were not used to improve performance. Dual-wavelength 
linearization has been used to suppress second and third-order non-
linearities, but it is dependent on the wavelength. Digital Post Distortion 
(DPD) has also been proposed to compress all order nonlinear distortion 
components, but it requires a high-speed digitizer. Recently, machine 
learning (ML) techniques have been proposed to address nonlinearities 
caused by factors such as fiber nonlinearity, modulation impairments, 
laser chirp, and laser nonlinearities in digital predistortion (DPD) using 
neural network. Additionally, analog DPD has been used to linearize the 
complete radio over fiber (RoF) system and suppress third-order inter-
modulation distortion (IMD3) for phase maintenance, but it does not 
address second-order IMDs. Direct DPD has also been proposed to 
linearize the combined effects of fiber chromatic dispersion and laser 
chirp for long fiber lengths. While conventional DPD methods can 
alleviate impairments in the laser and overall RoF link, they require a 
large amount of training data and high complexity. 

Recently, a new DPD technique that combines Volterra series with 
deep neural networks was proposed to improve the linearization per-
formance of RoF systems [14]. The proposed DPD technique can accu-
rately capture the nonlinearity of high-power amplifiers and improve 
the overall system performance. The proposed DPD technique requires a 
large amount of training data and may have higher computational 
complexity compared to traditional DPD techniques. Similarly, Xiaoran 
Xie et al. proposed a hybrid DPD technique that combines the analog and 

Fig. 1. A system is presented where the baseband unit (BBU) is connected to the optical front haul (OFH) for backhaul and the signal is then transmitted from the 
transceiver station. 
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digital pre-distortion methods to improve the efficiency and accuracy of 
RoF systems [15]. Recently, Jacopo Nanni et al. suggested short- 
λ-VCSELs DPD over pre-existent G-652 Infrastructures Radio over Fiber 
systems for a 2Km transmission distance [16]. The proposed technique 
can reduce the number of digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital con-
versions required, thus improving the system’s overall efficiency. The 
proposed technique requires additional analog components, which can 
increase the overall cost and complexity of the system. Similarly, 
adaptive DPD algorithm for RoF links that utilizes the least-mean-square 
(LMS) algorithm to dynamically adjust the DPD coefficients based on the 
input signal power level was discussed in a recent survey paper [17]. 
The discussed schemes can reduce the computational complexity and 
improve the accuracy of DPD systems [17]. The proposed algorithm may 
require additional hardware to implement, which can increase the 
overall cost and complexity of the system. 

In this paper, we propose a 5G NR- multiband for Radio over Fiber 
link outfitted with an optimized magnitude selective affine (OMSA) 
method to cover enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) situations for 
2.14 GHz and 10 GHz, correspondingly. We show experimentally that 
OMSA further reduces the complexity with better or at least similar 
performance to that of MSA by using a weighted function as a nonlinear 
operator to accurately capture the nonlinear behaviour of the system 
being modelled, which can lead to a reduction in the number of seg-
ments and improvement in the accuracy of the model. This means that it 
will also lead to a reduction in the number of coefficients needed. This 
helps to make the model more efficient and simpler to use. The experi-
mental results demonstrate that the OMSA model has lower complexity 
than the MSA model while achieving a slightly better performance that 
is assessed in terms of computations, error vector magnitude (EVM) or 
adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR). The main contributions of the 
paper are summarized below:  

1. To experimentally demonstrate a 5G NR-multiband for 10 km Radio 
over Fiber link for eMBB situations at 2.14 GHz and 10 GHz.  

2. An OMSA method is proposed that uses a weighted function as a 
nonlinear operator to capture the system’s nonlinear behaviour and 
reduce the number of segments and coefficients needed.  

3. The article comprises DPD methodology based on OMSA with all of 
its mathematical frameworks, and the selection of parameters to 
reduce the complexity and enhance the performance.  

4. The performance is compared with baseline Volterra methods such 
as GMP [9–11]. In addition to GMP method, the comparison consists 
of authors earlier proposed CPWL based on MSA methods [14].  

5. Showed that OMSA model has better performance in terms of error 
vector magnitude (EVM), or adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) as 
compared to baseline GMP and earlier proposed MSA methods. The 
complexity analysis is reported in terms of the number of co-
efficients, time, memory and data consumption. 

The proposed OMSA architecture and theory in Section 2 is discussed 
followed by comparative architecture summarized in Section 3. The 
experimental setup in Section 4 is discussed followed by the presenta-
tion of the experimental results in Section 5. The conclusions are pro-
vided in Section 6. 

2. Dpd integration based on optimized msa 

The essential modelling for DPD is considered here. The effective 
form of MSA function that was proposed earlier can be expressed as 
[18]: 
∑M

m=0

∑K

k=0

∑L

l=1
c(1)m,k,l

⃒
⃒|x(n − k) |2 − βl

⃒
⃒x(n − m − k)

Fig. 2. shows the illustration of: (A) Magnitude selective affine (MSA) architecture. (B) Optimized magnitude selective affine (OMSA). (C) Proposed OMSA model 
structure state diagram. 
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=
∑M

m=0

∑K

k=0
x(n − m − k)

(
∑L

l=1
c(1)m,k,l

⃒
⃒|x(n − k) |2 − βl

⃒
⃒

)

=
∑M

m=0

∑K

k=0
u(1)

m,k(n − k)x(n − m − k) (1)  

u(1)
m,k(n − k) =

∑L

l=1
c(1)m,k,l

⃒
⃒|x(n − k) |2 − βl

⃒
⃒

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

A(1)
m,k,1|x(n − k) |2 + B(1)

m,k,1, 0 ≤ |x(n − k) |2 < β1

⋮
A(1)

m,k,L|x(n − k) |2 + B(1)
m,k,L, βL− 1 ≤ |x(n − k) |2 < βL

(2) 

In Eq. (1), the linear model coefficients for each zone of the MSF 
function u(1)

m,k() are represented by A(1)
m,k,l and B(1)

m,k,l. In Eq. (2), the input 
baseband signal is represented by x(n), and the output baseband signal is 
characterised by y(n). The dimension of the FIR filter is characterized by 
K, and the memory depth is symbolized by M. The number of partitions 
is represented by L, and the threshold is represented by βl. The model 
coefficients are embodied by c(1)m,k,l,c

(2)
m,k,l, c

(3)
m,k,l, c

(4)
m,k,l. 

In equation (1), the input power terms are evaluated against specific 
thresholds for determining the offset and linear gain for the MSA func-
tion, eliminating the need for a square root calculation. The overall 
model represented by equation (1) can be represented using the MSA 
function as follows: 

y(n) =
∑M

m=0
cmx(n − m)

+
∑M

m=0

(
A(m)

k,1 |x(n − m) |
2
+B(m)

k,1

)
ejθ(n− m)

+
∑M

m=0

(
A(m)

k,21|x(n − m) |
2
+B(m)

k,21

)
ejθ(n− m)|x(n) |

+⋯βk− 1 ≤ |x(n) | ≤ βk (3) 

In equation (3), A(i)
m,k,l and B(i)

m,k,l are the coefficients defined for each 

zone of the MSF linear model function u(i)
m,k(). These coefficients are 

estimated using a least squares (LS) algorithm. 

The precision of the MSA paradigm can be enhanced by reducing the 
number of segments, as indicated in Fig. 2(a). In the MSA model, the 
input waveform is partitioned into several zones based on the β values. 
Each state has its model parameters, and all the segments can be 
considered a collection of affine functions. In contrast, the OMSA model 
divides the input signal using β as a specific threshold and replaces the 
affine functions with subjective functions that depend on the input 
power. The subjective functions in the OMSA model can be expressed as: 

∏

s
(x(n) ) =

1
2

[

1+ tanh
(

S(|x(n) | )*
(
(1 − k)

k
*k
))]

(4)  

∏

D
(x(n) ) =

1
2

[

1+ tanh
(

S(|x(n) | )*
(

1
k2.i
))]

(5) 

Here 

S(x(n) ) =
(

1 −
|x(n) |

xthreshold .|x|max

)

(6) 

In the OMSA model, the subjective functions 
∏

s() and 
∏

D() are 
functions that map the absolute value of the input signal to the corre-
sponding weighting function for the dynamic and static terms, corre-
spondingly. The input signal is divided into k segments using a threshold 
value β. In this paper, k is set to the value of 2. The || operator performs 
the absolute value operation on the input signal. The use of these 
weighting functions can improve the model precision by reducing the 
number of segments and taking into account the power of the input 
signal. With the updates explained in Eq. (5)-(6), the OMSA with the 
updates will become: 

y(n)OMSA =
∑M

m=0
cmx(n − m)

+ fs(x(n) )*
(
Ak,i|x(n) |+Bk,i

)
ejθ(n)

+
∑M

m=1
fD(x(n − m) )*

(
Ak,i|x(n − m) | +Bk,i

)
ejθ(n− m)

+ fs(x(n) )*
(
Ak,i|x(n) |+Bk,i

)
ejθ(n)|x(n) |

Fig. 3. A link training scheme for RoF that is compatible with various architectures, including GMP, MSA and OMSA.  
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+
∑M

m=1
fD(x(n − m) )*

(
Ak,i|x(n − m) | +Bk,i

)
ejθ(n− m)|x(n) | (7)  

x(n) and y(n) shows the corresponding input and output at the baseband. 
The OMSA model uses a weighted function that is more flexible and 
power-dependent, allowing for a reduction in the number of amplitude 
segments compared to the MSA model. The proposed OMSA structure is 
shown in Fig. 2(C). 

The DPD coefficients are computed during the training period by 
determining the DPD model coefficients, as depicted in Fig. 3. z(n) is the 
predistorter’s input, which comes through the RoF y(n) here, z(n) =

y(n)
G , 

and G is the gain link. This approach consists of two basic phases. The 
first stage is to set up a negative feedback loop to acquire an input signal 
that can be classified as a DPD waveform signal, and then the second 
step is to calculate the DPD model parameters. 

3. State of the art baseline architectures 

DPD linearization has been employed using different methodologies. 
One of the most significant and widely employed method is using Vol-
terra series method such as generalized memory polynomials also called 
as GMP. The GMP method has been shown to be successful for linear-
izing Power Amplifiers. The use of Digital predistortion for linearizing 
the RoF link has been demonstrated in previous studies [7,9–11]. The 
GMP approach, unlike the MP method, considers both the diagonal and 
cross components, which is why it outperforms MP. In the following 
sections, the comparison will be made with GMP only from the Volterra 
series as it has been shown to provide improved performance compared 
to MP [9]. 

The baseline conventional GMP architecture is expressed as: 

y(n) =
∑ka − 1

k=0

∑Qa − 1

q=0
x(n − q)ckq|x(n − q) |k  

+
∑kb

k=1

∑Qb − 1

q=0

∑Rb

r=1
x(n − q)dkqr|x(n − q − r) |k  

+
∑kc

k=1

∑Qc − 1

q=0

∑Rc

r=1
|x(n − q + r) |k ekqrx(n − q)

where x(n) and y(n) are the DPD input and output respectively. The ckq, 
dkqr and ekqr signify the signal-envelope; signal-lagging envelope and 
signal-leading envelope complex coefficients, correspondingly. Ka, Kb, 
Kc represent maximum nonlinearity coefficients, Qa, Qb, Qc shows 
memory depths.q, r and k are the symbols of the memory and nonline-
arity index while Rc demonstrates the leading delay tap lengths and Rb 
presents the lagging delay tap lengths. 

4. Experimental testbed 

The experimental setup schematic, as shown in Fig. 4, includes a 
Mach Zehnder modulator (MZM) from iXblue dual drive, a 1550 nm 
laser, a 10 km standard single mode fiber (SSMF) and a R402 PIN 
photodetector to convert the received wave back to the electrical 
domain. The signals are separated by a diplexer and then sent to distinct 
vector signal analysers. The 5G transceiver provides RF2, a 2.14 GHz 
flexible waveform signal, while the Keysight N5172B Vector Signal 
Generator VSG1 sends a 10 GHz RF1 5G NR waveform. The DPD tech-
nique includes three steps. It uses a 5G NR with 2.14 GHz (20 MHz) and 
10 GHz (50 MHz) to check the efficacy of the proposed OMSA method 
and compare it to previously validated DPD methods such as MSA and 
GMP [8–11,13–14]. 

For this, a multiband 5G NR setup for eMBB environments operating 
at 2.14 GHz and 10 GHz is used, with a DPD block added for enhancing 
the performance via linearization. The phase and amplitude responses 
are ensured to be opposite to those produced from electrical amplifiers 
EA1 and EA2 by using the DPD operation for training until the error 
converges. 

Time synchronization is performed using a 20 MHz/106 resource 
blocks Channel State Information Reference Signal (CSI-RS). The 
received and input reference signals are correlated, and the power delay 
profile (PDP) is assessed to determine the first path of arrival as sug-
gested by 3GPP [19.20]. 

In the end, the pre-distorted baseband waveforms are sent to the DPD 

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the experimental block schematic for the linearization study.  
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block, where they are upconverted to their fc by VSGs before being 
transmitted over the optical connection. The signal received by the 
photodiode is passed through a diplexer DPX that separates multiband 
signals before being sent to the DPD block for the training phase. For the 
DPD validation stage, the switches are flipped in the opposite direction. 
The DPD validation phase uses real-time 5G NR frames to confirm the 
effectiveness of the DPD process. Since RoF impairments tend to change 
gradually due to component ageing and thermal effects, there is no need 
for real-time adaptation of DPD coefficients. Table 1 provides a sum-
mary of the various component values used in this study. 

5. Experimental outcomes and discussion 

The proposed OMSA-DPD technique and MSA are used with specific 

parameters (K = L = 4, M = 3) and compared to the GMP method (K = Q 
= 3) as described in a previous study [10]. The effectiveness of the 
OMSA-DPD technique is experimentally evaluated through spectral 
regrowth, EVM, and ACPR, as described in [18]. The OMSA-DPD 
method aims to simplify the process and improve performance when 
compared to previous methods such as MSA, CPWL, GMP, and no DPD 
methods. Fig. 5 shows the electrical spectra at the PD output at 2.14 and 
10 GHz, respectively, and demonstrates the effectiveness of the OMSA- 
DPD method in recovering 25 dBm peak to peak and reducing ACPR by 
18 dB, compared to 10 dB for MSA and 6 dB for GMP. 

In Fig. 6(a), the EVM is displayed for varying RF input power with 
and without DPD. It can be seen that the OMSA-based DPD method 
outperforms the other methods. In addition, OMSA achieves 3% EVM 
while MSA achieves 3.5% as compared to 11.2 % EVM without DPD. 
This is evident that OMSA with optimization has achieved a similar 
performance as compared to MSA. The Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio 
(ACLR) is evaluated in Fig. 6(b) which measures the interference outside 
the useful bandwidth. Method. OMSA achieves − 47.4 dBc while MSA 
achieves − 45 dBc as compared to − 28 dBc as compared to non- 
compensated cases, which is below the − 45 dBc set by 3GPP [19,20]. 

The EVM obtained with OMSA architecture are in line with the 3.5% 
EVM limit set by the release 3GPP TR 21.916 V16.2.0 (2022–06) [21] 
and latest release 17 3GPP TS 36.141 version 17.5.0 Release 17 [22]. 
Although the results presented indicate that the OMSA method has 
better performance than the MSA method, the main advantage of OMSA 
is its lower complexity. The OMSA-DPD method is more efficient than 
the MSA method as it requires fewer multiplications and has less 
complexity, as seen in Table 2. 

Specifically, the OMSA-DPD method requires 271 multiplications 
while the MSA method requires 520 multiplications. Additionally, the 
condition number, time consumption and other similar statistics of 
OMSA-DPD methods also indicate that it is a better optimized. 

The proposed OMSA performs efficiently, but its main advantage is 

Table 1 
Optical Link Parameters.  

Parameters Values 

Waveforms fc1 = 2.14 × 109 Hz  
fc2 = 10 × 109 Hz  
F/ G/ O- FDM signal  
Modulation Data Rate = 256 QAM  

Modulator Laser Wavelengthλ = 1550 nm  
DD-MZM  

Fiber Single Mode Fiber  
Link length = 10 km  

Fiber Dispersion = 17 
ps

nmkm  

Attenuation = 0.33 
dB
km  

Photoreceiver R ,Responsivity = 0.69 A/W  

Fig. 5. Electrical Spectra received without DPD and with DPD GMP, MSA and OMSA.  
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the significant reduction in complexity, which is particularly high in the 
case of ML DPD. 

In addition to the comparison shown in Table 2, a comparison is 
drawn in terms of storage, memory and time consumption between 
OMSA, MSA and GMP methods which is shown in Fig. 7. The compar-
ison clarifies that OMSA has much lesser complexity and achieves 
similar performance. This means that a balance between performance 
and complexity can be made in choosing the DPD complexity. 

Table 3 summarizes the performance results at 0 dBm, where the 
OMSA-DPD technique demonstrates a reduction in complexity while 
maintaining similar performance compared to the MSA or GMP method. 

6. Conclusion 

The article presents a novel OMSA DPD method that enhances the 
previous MSA method for linearizing multiband 5G NR-based RoF link 
for eMBB applications. The proposed OMSA-based DPD method is a 
more optimized version of the MSA method, and it has been experi-
mentally tested to transmit 5G NR waveforms at 2.14 GHz and 10 GHz 
over a 10 km fiber distance. The OMSA-DPD method is found to be 
slightly more efficient than the MSA method and it significantly reduces 
signal impairments, such as ACPR and EVM, in comparison to GMP 

methods, resulting in improved performance of the RoF link. Further-
more, the OMSA-DPD method requires significantly fewer multiplica-
tion operations, making it more efficient and less complex than the 
previous MSA method. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the 
first instance in which the performance of multiband 5G NR-based op-
tical fronthaul has been improved and compared using a proposed 
OMSA DPD technique. 
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Fig. 6. DPD performance for changing RF input power with reference to: (a) 
EVM. (b) ACPR. 

Table 2 
Complexity Assessments.  

Method Coefficients Multiplications 

GMP 156 19,140 
MSA (K + 1) L*2(4 M + 1) = 520 (K + 1) (14 M + 2) = 220 
OMSA k (K + 1) *(4 M + 1)xth|xth=β = 271 (14 M + 2)(K + 1)xth|xth=β = 114  

Fig. 7. Complexity Performance comparison for DPD architectures in terms of: 
(a) Storage Consumption (b) Memory Consumption (c) Time Consumption. 

Table 3 
Summary of the performance and complexity metrices.  

Methodology EVM 
(%) 

ACLR 
(dBc) 

Complexities      

Coeffs Time 
(min) 

Memory 
(MB) 

Without DPD 8 − 27 – – – 
GMP 4 − 41 19,140 3 150 
MSA 3 − 44.4 220 8 800 
OMSA 1.9 − 46.1 114 5 850  
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